WebJunction Watch
by Cindi Hickey, WebJunction Kansas Coordinator

Sunflower Sol Update: Time for Action!
Sunflower Sol is the Kansas version of WebJunction's Spanish Language
Outreach project (SLO). SLO focuses on building relationships and creating
outreach programming for Spanish speakers. Sunflower Sol trainers, Magaly
Vallazza, LaDonna Clark and Janelle Jarboe, launched the project by delivering
9 workshops across the state of Kansas. The workshops presented the SLO
curriculum developed by WebJunction. During the workshops participants
delivered their own customized plans for outreach to the Spanish speakers in
their library community. The real work of Sunflower Sol is taking place now as
workshop participants refine their outreach action plans and put them into
action. The Sunflower Sol team will support the workshop participants over the next several
months by offering additional information sessions, providing access to outreach resources and
through individual support.
The first follow up activity will take place at the Kansas Library Conference in Wichita on
Thursday, April 10, at 3:00 p.m. in room 210C. This one hour session will serve as a reunion for
Sunflower Sol participants. If you attended one of the Sunflower Sol workshops please come and
share your outreach plans, report on your progress and/or ask for ideas and help. If you missed
the Sunflower Sol workshops, please join us to find out how you can be part of the Sunflower
Sol project and to learn about the many Spanish language outreach resources available online at
WebJunction. Online information sessions will be offered this spring using OPAL. Topics
include online health resources in Spanish from the National Library of Medicine and Reforma,
the National Association to Promote Library & Information Services to Latinos and the Spanish
Speaking.

For more information about SLO in Kansas, visit the Sunflower Sol website and watch
KANLIB-L for announcements.

Tools to Stay Connected at WebJunction:


What's New: A summary of all the new content added to WebJunction over the past
month. This digest is delivered to you by e-mail and is a good way to see what new
courses have been added. To subscribe visit Content Digest Now Offered on the
Resources page and enter your e-mail address.



Weekly Tips: Short and sweet. A good way to find some new WJ content to check out.
You can visit Weekly Tips on WJ, have them delivered to your e-mail box or follow
them as an RSS feed. What more could you want?
Crossroads: The WebJunction newsletter. Read it to keep up with the latest
developments. Hint: Big things are coming this summer. To set up an e-mail subscription,
log in, go to your profile and click on the newsletter box. Or you can follow crossroads as
an RSS feed.



Don't forget to stay tuned to BlogJunction Kansas. We have terrific posters and lots of news and
information. Let me (chickey@kslib.info) know if you would like to be a BlogJunction poster.

Until Next Month…
Have questions about WebJunction? Have a favorite hangout at WebJunction Kansas? Have
some WebJunction tips or tricks for making the most of WebJunction resources? Share them
with Kansas Kilroy c/o Cindi Hickey, chickey@kslib.info.

